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 Do you sometimes wish you could just sit down and 
PLAY???  Is it something some people just ‘have” and 
others don’t??? 

Well, I learned it from my mom - and now I want to 
share what I learned!   This handout gives you the 
basic building blocks of one of most fundamental muscial progressions - and when you know how 
to play with it, you can use it for  improvs, interludes, jams, hospice  - or even creating whole songs!!  

In Summer Harp Jam you get nearly two dozen different 
sequences - some simple, some complex. It’s like an instant 
Repertoire Expander in just 8 weeks.  

Wait ... did I say 8 weeks?  YES!  This 6-week course is really 
8 weeks long because I added two glorious REVIEW weeks at 

the end!   PLUS you get a BONUS registration into my “Hands on Harmony” class where you’ll learn 
the basics of harmony and how to put it into play.   

WHY? Because I really want you to have the experience is sitting down at the harp, placing your 
hands on the strings and truly experiencing the joy of being able toclose your eyes and just play 
your heart out.

Sun. Mar. 8 at 2:30 pm
(Registration includes a replay link)

•	Learn how notes can destroy your PASSION - and how to reclaim it!
•	Anchor rhythm in your BODY instead of struggling to “count it out.” 
•	Learn to play the HEART of a melody at ANY technical level
•	Discover the passionate CHARACTER of music, alive in your body
•	SIZZLE your strings with 3 easy dramatic glissando techniques!  

vPLUS: Download your FREE “Baroque Flamenco” Play-Sheet 
vso YOU can try it all out right on the spot -- on lever or pedal harp!

Deborah Henson-Conant’s
“Play with Freedom” Playsheet #2

Because sometimes you just need someone to 
show you the door to your own creative freedom.

Register for “Summer Harp Jam” 
NOW at HarpJam.com HipHaRp.com
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“The sense of empowerment I 
have now is really incredible.” 

Jennifer Keller  

“I wanted a “sense of play” with the 
harp.  This has been the perfect course!”    

Rachel Schlafer-Parton 

This one-hour workshop is a warm-up for my 6-Week “Summer Harp Jam” 
program for harp players - lever or pedal - fledgling to advanced.   
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Deborah Henson-Conant’s “Play with Freedom” Playsheet #2
Opening up one of world’s simplest progressions  

1-4-5
OK ... cool ... so it’s C Maj - F Maj - G Maj ... whataya DO with it????

Step 1:  Build basslines, melodies, chords & rhythms from the Big Letter

Step 2:  Open it up - give yourself space for improvising
Step 3:  Play with ‘styling’ (different rhythms) and patterns

C  -  F  -   G(7)

A bassline can be as simple as a single note.  This one simple bass pattern can be re-styled in hundreds of ways!
Words can help you play syncopated rhythms without having to count them out.  Then you can get more complicated!

Scale segments & sequences are some of the basic building blocks of melody & melodic improv.

You can ‘soften’ the chords harmonically to use for meditative or hospice playing - and you can even just use 
PART of the progression on its own!

I can do it, you can do it, too

I can play it, you can play, too


